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Objectives
1 Study surface dynamics at mesoscale:
relationships with active/passive tracers
temperature (SST) and color (Chl-a)
2 Improve surface dynamics:
using remote sensing data
high resolution SST and Chl-a
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SST (RSS) & Currents (Aviso)
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Chl−a (MODIS) & Currents (Aviso)
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Methodology
Introduction
(a) Tandeo et al. 2014
(b) Saraceno and Provost 2012
Local relationships between:
(a) SST and SSH
(b) Chl-a and SSH
Dynamical modes between
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Methodology
Theory
Surface Quasi-Geostrophic (Isern-Fontanet et al. 2006):
Fourier domain:
ŜSH = −γ|κ|−αŜST ⇔ ŜSH = HkŜST
Real domain:
SSH = Hk ∗ SST
with Hk a spatial convolution operator
⇒ Different H1, . . . ,HK?
⇒ How to estimate them?











X→ SST and Chl-a patches (9× 9 pixels)
Y → SSH, U and V (center of the patch)
Z → Hidden dynamical mode (center of the patch)
Learning dataset → random spatio-temporal sampling
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Methodology
Statistical model
Latent class regression (DeSarbo and Cron 1988):
p (Y|X,Z = k) ∝ N (Y;XHk ,Σk)
with Nk a multivariate Gaussian pdf:
evaluated in Y










Linear and nonlinear regressions
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Results
Dynamical modes
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Estimated dynamical mode (Z)
Four dynamical modes:
Z=1 → cyclonic eddy
Z=3 → anticyclonic eddy
Z=2 and Z=4 → weaker modes



































































with X(HR) → high resolution SST and Chl-a (0.05◦)
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Conclusions
Learn dynamical modes:
low resolution (LR) remote sensing data
statistical model
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Conclusions
Improve surface currents:
high resolution (HR) remote sensing data
apply transfer functions
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Perspectives
Validate estimated currents in south Atlantic
Apply to other regions (Gulf Stream, Agulhas, Kuroshio)
Use SMOS salinity data
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